
Dear Paul, 	 Your 4/26/79 	5/7/79 

You may not have notbced that I avoided some ielaoseeekk interpretations inoending 

You the Newark Iva MiZigi ei.gado pages but I did avoid it. I'm gratified with your letter 
because we are entirely in accord on interpretation and the interpretations are entirely 

independent. 
UM You do not recall 0 in NO clearly. if you did you'd have recalled that your 

endow' present laterpretajbons of the visitors 4,H0 had while on guard duty at Santa Ass 

are precisely those of that early writing of mine, what I saw than in Delgado's questioning 

by Lie 	and his responses. 
recollection of the Delgado deposition is not nearly that clear. 

Lewes here briefly this moraine and I asked her iS she'd like such a research project 

with some "outside" reading. Her face lit ep. This is the last .week of exams. Once they and 

graduation are over she'll start. If you have any more suggestions, please make them. 

Those you provide are quite helpful and they do lay out the ;ever initial approach‘ 

By the way, if you can have it done cheaply and clearly I think it would be good if 

I hada clear merox.of Oswald in New Orleans for Rae to mark up her own wasy as she reads. 

It can't be in time for the immediate hat maybe she should read all of it. If so and party 

culatly because there may be other need, like ey. rereading it, perhaps two copies.' If any 

problem I'll asking about DO. 

In this connection it is becoming increasingly clear to me that Each of the stuff the-  

FMM did not want on paper was handled by phone. I've found some records where the SAD's 
covered their asses rather than the Bureau's. So I think XX was told the scoop, by phone. 

I believe that I also went into Delgado being leaned on to change his story. 0 in NO. 

Aside from-the possible explanation on which we both agree and on which I could not 
have been mare explicit — it could not have been Cuban diplomats who went to see LBO — 

there is another possibility sou should not loose sight oft the Fla's determination to 
have X0 conspiracy, apt even, 'astradti. I do not resit this explanation but it is not 
an impossible PIM attitude if anyone outside XX saw what pagmdo actually did say. 

No Archives check is now possible forme so I canet have Rae review any of those 

records I do not have. 

Per now I'd rather not have you share this with Bator Dale_ Scott. ley desire is not 
of literary motivation. Rather is it that I do not want his to me farout interpretations 

being made in public or influencing your independent judgement. He is bright and able but 

hie has started too many eythologies forme and I found found some of his supposedly factual 
interpretations — let me say stretched to suit political erecericerticas• 

Far this me want factual,knowledge, not political intemewetayions. 
I also do not want to flag this interest and I will be seeking other relevant records. 

remember, I ant none of this in the Dallas files and that is a ease in court. I have some 

appeals poesibilitiese 
What eventuates will later determine whether I will want to hold back for writing. 

While as of now I doubt it I do reserve its Remember, you are the only (living) one with 
whom I have shared my work on the possibility of Oswald as somebody's somekind of agent. 

I'm making a cow' of this and of your letter for Rae, who presides over the basement 

and oes most of her work there. She may have some ideas when she reads and reviews and I may 
have others later. This is off the top of the head, as I'm resting on a break. I'm pacing 

myself while corsedadogneoessary outside work with necessaryezereise and trying to 
avoid the always uncertain  overdoing it° 

I'll be writing about the other enclosures on the next break. Here I want to add that 
I'M glad to know that mak did not back out on the agreement to include my name. here is 

the story behind it and on this no restrictions. 



John Ray wantod me with him. Jima t and the sinter, Carol Pepper., both said more than 
he wanted Jim but I doubt this. They all have the highest regarde jim. 

withAnyway, John's appearance coincided with two speeches in a 	week that the 
lecture bureau had lined up for me. Initially it was to be the morning after the second 
one then than belk41Y, delayed it for a day. This aslant that I had much of a day and each 
more /MY/tautly, a night in De before the testtmony. We got the press kit the end of the 
working day, made two oopies at Jim's office and zeturnsd to the US tershalls jail with 
one for John at suppertime, the earliest passible moment, the ESCL got it to Jim that kits. 
Jim hedged* a reservation for me at a motel not tar from hie home and the ‘;apitol endue 
separated, he to ponder and prepare for his legal problems and I to see what I could do 
with (alleged) foot. 

As a non-subjectstpert and an a rooting en all others, malodorously 4Th in particular, 
you should understand that nons of the UXA's by conspiraqy theorising is within any 
degree, no matter how remote, of possibility. It is totally impossible, as I'S sure JD 
will agree. It is necessary to understnna this and that the MC boohytrapped Medi/1th 
the Dyers bit, which I forced out an much as is out. He was flashing a fink and he succeeded. 
The FBI was giving the MICA a mowdwerical rabbit and it never saw a real one. 

As moo set got into the alleged evidenoe I  phoned in about it and told him it 
was all false. I believe this amounts for the MSCA's open hostility and detendhatton 
not to let Jim get a ward in edgewise. it also amowate for what others may be gnome 
of, the very considerable pressure the metimaidon put hie under. 

Samovar,I was under no soda pressures and as you know haw not given a dean about 
the committee true Salaam's day. 1 knee and sae what others were urnaling to see. 

Sol could mere or lees think ahead and do some of Jim' thinking for him. I did net 
have Immediate rani 	forcing almost all else out of my mind as Jim did. Ile had a 
V03:7 bad ottootion because they had already tossed John eask in jail and bad and to this 
day continue to have the determination to repeat it. Jim had to keep John out of jail as 
a result of that testimanYj  in tuldition to facing other problem]. 

I could keep nudging in en this poitat or that And often 614, without bothering to 
cover the takeet." tboo balk him after P 	Ana his beautiful explosion forced 
Stokes out af the chair. The Egetat V40 not abeàtt Azroe a &lowdown with ne spar ha 
414 what he does not do often enough (with much provocation). got real mel. ythan the 
record ma one on which only a McCarthy would have dared stand. 

laturtroy also is his can kind. os peolmsassuall as hi 	 the 000mittee' 
face.' So we got permission to file a response, with 
to give us what they ha& not disclosed, a preatne not kept 020414 where we cod forood it 
st_the hearing. Thus I could eras on only a little of what was not in the press Wt. 

Than Meitatlits OM dirty tridkn to play, first delaying may mpg of the transcript 
and. Vein aiming "im only the pagesonshich he spoke. John' a, it to the wrong address 
and thus additionally delayed, *anointed on those pages on 4bich he raps only. I got both 
sets, made a cemtdned set and still did not havv eemagete set. 1 then the commitee's 
time PecemisolOft had OzPOW1 SO I ideals& it and montane& end did zbat was posaible, 
with both Jim and me already* overwhelmed with insmart 000A we** 

I did a drart once I had everytIdag I did got and 41 just had tine to retype the 
rought draft, finishing it I balsas the night before the committees last day, with the 
Weise-Asko:awl testimmay. I went to DC with it, met Jim at the bearing and he geve it to 
Stokes, by bond, at the and of the a.m. asosion. I have not yet had time to read itI As 
of last night Jim did. not brow that it was being used and we talked about steps if it 
Wan not included in the published tmorri. (PriVatekt, for you alone, I did got a copy to 
someone **justice, who peened it along to othore, because the concittee did again pre= 
for Presseation. Withthat evidence I'm sure D3' will stall and then forget bocauso it would 
be utterly ruinous to DJ in court and I'M sure the St. Iouia prosecutor, if not also DO, 
would refuse any such case. In addition, Blakey, your respected, lied to the FBI about 
the bards for the perjury chars, and actually gave D no proofs at all-nothigag not verbal 
except the John ex. seas. trenscript.)...I was limited to John and what was availmble but 
I think the will not nm be further obfuscation by more phoney charges in the ring case. 

f think 4ohn won't be charged. iboept for the arAlia Mite that as;ect is past, I think. 


